World Wide coverage of Paper Charts and Publications

Nautical Products & Services for accurate and reliable information for passage planning and navigation
The world’s leading global paper chart and nautical publications service

ADMIRALTY Paper Charts
The Admiralty produces over 3300 standard Nautical Charts and a wide range of thematic charts for specialist requirements. ADMIRALTY Standard Nautical Charts comply with Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) regulations and are ideal for professional, commercial use. Charts within the series consist of a range of scales, useful for passage planning, ocean crossings, coastal navigation and entering port.

ADMIRALTY Paper Publications
The Admiralty renowned nautical and astronomical publications, handbooks and tidal atlases are demanded and used throughout the world.

ADMIRALTY Sailing Directions
Often referred to as Pilots, Sailing Directions are designed for use by the merchant mariner on all classes of ocean-going vessels with essential information on all aspects of navigation. Sailing Directions are complementary to ADMIRALTY Standard Nautical Charts and provide worldwide coverage in 74 volumes.

Each publication contains quality colour photography and views, as well as information on navigational hazards, buoyage, meteorological data, details of pilotage, regulations, port facilities and guides to major port entry.

ADMIRALTY Tidal Publications
ADMIRALTY Tide Tables detail the times and heights of high and low waters for over 230 standard and 6000 secondary ports in the UK and Ireland, Europe, the Indian Ocean, South China Sea and Pacific Ocean for each day of the year. The tables outline methods of prediction, the effect of meteorological conditions on tides and provide additional information on Exceptional tidal factors in each area.

ADMIRALTY Tidal Stream Atlases display, in diagrammatic form, the major tidal streams for selected waters of north-western Europe, including direction and rate at hourly intervals. Graded arrows illustrate Mean, Neap and Spring tidal rates in tenths of a knot. There is also a diagram to help you calculate the tidal stream rate for a given date.

ADMIRALTY List of Radio Signals
The ADMIRALTY List of Radio Signals series provides comprehensive information on all aspects of Maritime Radio Communications. The data is organised into six volumes, some divided into several parts for ease of handling. Each of the six volumes is presented in a user-friendly format with full colour photographs and diagrams.

ADMIRALTY List of Lights and Fog Signals
This series of books provides extensive information on all lighthouses, lightships, lit floating marks (over 8m in height), fog signals and other lights of navigational significance.

Each publication also gives the characteristics of lights and fog signals, together with the equivalent foreign language light descriptions. Tables can be used to calculate the geographical and luminous ranges of lights. Details for all lights listed include the international number, location and/or name, geographical co-ordinates, characteristics and intensity, elevation in metres, range in sea miles and description of structure.

Through the joint venture company NAVTOR-NAUTIC AB we supply the total need of navigational data, all from paper to digital. Contact us for further information on how to simplify your portfolio management.